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We report a measurement of the $t\bar{t}$ production cross section using dilepton events with jets and missing transverse energy in $p\bar{p}$ collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 1.96 TeV. Using a 197 ± 12 pb$^{-1}$ data sample recorded by the upgraded Collider Detector at Fermilab, we use two complementary techniques to select candidate events. We compare the number of observed events and selected kinematical distributions with the predictions of the standard model and find good agreement. The combined result of the two techniques yields a $t\bar{t}$ production cross section of 7.0$^{+2.4}_{-2.1}$ (stat)$^{+1.6}_{-1.1}$ (syst) ± 0.4 (lum) pb.
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Since the discovery of the top quark [1], experimental attention has turned to the examination of its production and decay properties. Within the standard model (SM), the top quark production cross section is calculated with an uncertainty of $\lesssim 15\%$ [2,3]. Furthermore, in the SM, the top quark decays to a $W$ boson and $b$ quark $\sim 100\%$ of the time. The $W$ subsequently decays to either a pair of quarks or a lepton-neutrino pair. Measuring the rate of the reaction $p\bar{p} \rightarrow t\bar{t} \rightarrow b\bar{b}^+\nu_\tau \bar{\nu}_\tau$ tests both the production and decay mechanisms of the top quark. A significant deviation from the SM prediction would indicate either a novel production mechanism, e.g., a heavy resonance decaying into $t\bar{t}$ pairs [4], or a novel decay mechanism, e.g., decay into supersymmetric particles [5]. The Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) and D0 collaborations previously measured the $t\bar{t}$ production cross section in the dilepton channel during run I of the Fermilab Tevatron [6]. These and related measurements were consistent with SM expectations but suffered large uncertainties due to small event samples.

This Letter describes a measurement of the $t\bar{t}$ cross section in the dilepton channel using data from run II of...
the Tevatron taken with the upgraded Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF II). The data sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of \(197 \pm 12 \text{ pb}^{-1}\) [7], \(\sim 2 \times \) that used in run I. Moreover, we expect the higher center-of-mass energy of 1.96 TeV in run II to increase the production of \(\ell \bar{\nu}\) events by \(\sim 30\%\) relative to the run I rate at 1.8 TeV [2,3]. The upgrades to the CDF II detector further increase the \(\ell \bar{\nu}\) yield with improved lepton acceptance. We perform two complementary analyses of the new data. One, inspired by the technique used by CDF in run I, requires that both leptons be specifically identified as either electrons or muons (DIL analysis). The other technique allows one of the leptons to be identified only as a high-\(p_T\), isolated track (LTRK analysis), thereby significantly increasing the lepton detection efficiency with some increase in expected background events.

The CDF II detector [8] is an azimuthally and forward-backward symmetric apparatus designed to study \(p \bar{p}\) reactions at the Tevatron. The detector has a charged particle tracking system immersed in a 1.4 T magnetic field, aligned coaxially with the \(p \bar{p}\) beams. A silicon microstrip detector provides tracking over the radial range 1.5 to 28 cm. A 3.1 m long open-cell drift chamber, the central outer tracker, covers the radial range from 40 to 137 cm. The fiducial region of the silicon detector extends to \(|\eta| \sim 2\) [9], while the central outer tracker provides coverage for \(|\eta| \leq 1\).

Segmented electromagnetic and hadronic sampling calorimeters surround the tracking system and measure the energy flow of interacting particles in the pseudorapidity range \(|\eta| < 3.6\). This analysis uses the new end plug detectors to identify electron candidates with \(1.2 < |\eta| < 2.0\) in addition to the central detectors for lepton candidates with \(|\eta| < 1.1\). A set of drift chambers located outside the central hadron calorimeters and another set behind a 60 cm iron shield detect energy deposition from muon candidates with \(|\eta| \leq 0.6\). Additional drift chambers and scintillation counters detect muons in the region \(0.6 < |\eta| < 1.0\). Gas Cherenkov counters located in the 3.7 < \(|\eta| < 4.7\) region [10] measure the average number of inelastic \(p \bar{p}\) collisions per bunch crossing and thereby determine the beam luminosity.

The \(b \ell^+ \nu_\ell b \ell^- \bar{\nu}_\ell\) events under study produce two high-\(p_T\) leptons, missing transverse energy (\(E_T\)) [9] from the undetected neutrinos, and two jets from the hadronization of the \(b\) quarks. Additional jets are often produced by initial-state and final-state radiation. A trigger system first identifies candidate events by finding either a central electron or muon candidate with \(E_T > 18\) GeV [11], or an end plug electron candidate with \(E_T > 20\) GeV [9] in an event with \(E_T > 15\) GeV. After full event reconstruction, the candidate event sample is further refined by selection criteria determined \emph{a priori} to minimize the expected statistical and systematic uncertainties of the cross section result.

Both analyses require two oppositely charged leptons with \(E_T > 20\) GeV [11]. One lepton, the “tight” lepton, must pass strict lepton identification requirements and be isolated. A lepton is isolated if the total \(E_T\) within a cone \(\Delta R \equiv \sqrt{(\Delta \eta)^2 + (\Delta \phi)^2} \leq 0.4\), minus the lepton \(E_T\), is <10\% of the lepton \(E_T\) [11]. Tight electrons have a well-measured track pointing at an energy deposition in the calorimeter. For electrons with \(|\eta| > 1.2\), this track association uses a calorimeter-seeded silicon tracking algorithm [12]. In addition, the candidate’s electromagnetic shower profile must be consistent with that expected for electrons. Tight muons must have a well-measured track linked to hits in the muon chambers and energy deposition in the calorimeters consistent with that expected for muons.

The other lepton, the “loose” lepton, is identified differently by the two analyses. The DIL analysis requires the loose lepton to be an electron or muon selected as above, with the exceptions that it need not be isolated and muon identification requirements are relaxed. The LTRK analysis defines a loose lepton as a well-measured, isolated track with \(p_T > 20\) GeV/c in the range of \(|\eta| < 1\) where the isolation requirement is the tracking analog of the calorimetric isolation employed for tight leptons. These selections add acceptance for dilepton events where electrons or muons pass through gaps in the calorimeter or muon systems. They also contribute acceptance for single prong hadronic decays of the \(\tau\) lepton from \(W \rightarrow \tau \nu\). Consequently, the LTRK analysis derives 20\% of its acceptance from taus, compared with 12\% for the DIL analysis. Candidate events must have \(E_T > 25\) GeV. To reduce the occurrence of false \(E_T\) due to mismeasured jets, we require that the \(E_T\) vector point away from any jet. Each analysis takes additional steps to further suppress false \(E_T\) arising from mismeasurement of their respective loose leptons. The DIL analysis requires that the \(E_T\) vector be at least 20\(^\circ\) from the closest lepton. The LTRK analysis corrects the \(E_T\) for all loose leptons whenever the associated calorimeter \(E_T\) is <70\% of the track \(p_T\). It further rejects events for which the \(E_T\) vector lies within 5\(^\circ\) of the loose lepton axis. In both analyses, these additional topological cuts are not applied in events with \(E_T > 50\) GeV.

The DIL (LTRK) analysis counts jets with \(E_T > 15\) (20) GeV detected in \(|\eta| < 2.5\) (2.0), where we define a jet as a fixed-cone cluster with a cone size of \(R = 0.4\). We correct jet \(E_T\) measurements for the effects of calorimeter nonuniformity and absolute energy scale [13].

After removal of cosmic-ray muons and photon-conversion electrons, the dominant backgrounds to dilepton \(\ell \bar{\ell}\) events are Drell-Yan (\(q \bar{q} \rightarrow Z/\gamma^* \rightarrow \ell^+ \ell^-\)) production, “fake” leptons in \(W \rightarrow \ell \nu + \text{jet}\) events where a jet is falsely reconstructed as a lepton candidate, and diboson (WW, WZ, and ZZ) production. Drell-Yan events typically have little \(E_T\). Thus, for events with dilepton invari-
ant mass within 15 GeV/c² of the Z boson resonance, the DIL analysis imposes a cut on the ratio of \( E_T \) to the sum of the jet \( E_T \)'s projected along the \( E_T \) vector, whereas the LTRK analysis tightens its \( E_T \) requirement to \( E_T > 40 \) GeV. To estimate residual Drell-Yan sample contamination we utilize both a PYTHIA [14] Monte Carlo calculation with detector simulation and the data itself. We select Z boson candidates in the mass range of 76–106 GeV/c² and count the number of events passing nominal and Drell-Yan-specific selection criteria. After subtraction of expected non-Drell-Yan contributions, these two numbers provide the normalization for the distribution of expected contributions inside and outside the Z boson mass window. This distribution is obtained as a function of jet multiplicity using a sample of simulated events.

We estimate the fake lepton background contribution by applying a fake lepton rate to a data sample of \( W \to \ell\nu + \) jet events. We determine this fake rate using a large sample of events triggered by at least one jet with \( E_T > 50 \) GeV after removing sources of real leptons such as \( W \) and \( Z \) decays. To check the accuracy and robustness of this estimate we apply the fake lepton rate to different samples with varied physics content: jet data with 20, 70 and 100 GeV trigger thresholds, an inclusive photon sample, and an inclusive electron sample. The observed numbers of fake leptons agree with our fake rate predictions within statistical uncertainties (e.g., 74 observed vs 70 ± 14 predicted for LTRK). An additional check is performed on the like-sign subset of the dilepton sample itself, which is dominantly \( W \to \ell\nu + \) jet events with one fake lepton. We compare the number of observed like-sign events to the like-sign fake background predictions and find good agreement (e.g., five observed vs 6.3 ± 1.4 predicted for DIL).

We determine geometric and kinematic acceptance for the diboson backgrounds using PYTHIA and ALPGEN+HERWIG Monte Carlo calculations [15,16] followed by a simulation of the CDF II detector. We use the CTEQ5L parton distribution functions [17] to model the momentum distribution of the initial-state partons. We normalize the total number of expected events for these processes to their theoretical cross sections: 13.3 pb for \( WW \), 4.0 pb for \( WZ \) and 1.5 pb for \( ZZ \) [18]. We estimate the uncertainty in these background predictions by comparing different Monte Carlo calculations for the same diboson process. Similarly, we obtain the acceptance for \( t\bar{t} \) using a PYTHIA Monte Carlo calculation assuming \( m_{top} = 175 \) GeV/c² and \( BR(W \to \ell\nu) = 10.8\% \).

We present the predicted and observed numbers of oppositely charged dilepton events versus jet multiplicity in Table I. Good agreement is seen for the background-dominated zero and one-jet events, establishing confidence in the background estimates detailed above. We measure the \( t\bar{t} \) production cross section using events with two or more jets. The DIL analysis enhances its signal sensitivity by requiring that \( H_T \), the scalar sum of the lepton \( p_T \), jet \( E_T \), and \( E_T \), be > 200 GeV.

Systematic uncertainties include uncertainties on the acceptance times efficiency (\( a \times \varepsilon \)) and the background estimates. The dominant uncertainty on \( a \times \varepsilon \) is due to uncertainties on the jet energy scale and lepton identification/isolation efficiencies. The background uncertainty is dominated by the statistical uncertainty in the Drell-Yan contribution arising from the limited number of \( Z \) events with high \( E_T \). Table II lists all systematic uncertainties.

Using Table I, the expected signal-to-background ratios are 3.1 for the DIL analysis and 1.7 for the LTRK analysis. The products \( a \times \varepsilon \times BR(t\bar{t} \rightarrow b\ell^+\nu_b\bar{\ell}^-\bar{\nu}_b) \) are

### Table I. Expected background and \( t\bar{t} \) contributions (\( m_{top} = 175 \) GeV/c², \( \sigma = 6.7 \) pb) compared with observed data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>( N_{jet} = 0 )</th>
<th>( N_{jet} = 1 )</th>
<th>( N_{jet} \geq 2 )</th>
<th>( H_T &gt; 200 ) GeV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WW, WZ, ZZ</td>
<td>21.8 ± 5.2</td>
<td>6.3 ± 1.5</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.3</td>
<td>11.4 ± 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drell-Yan</td>
<td>26.5 ± 9.8</td>
<td>16.4 ± 6.0</td>
<td>4.2 ± 1.6</td>
<td>4.4 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fakes</td>
<td>16.5 ± 2.4</td>
<td>5.0 ± 1.0</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.5</td>
<td>3.0 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total background</td>
<td>64.8 ± 11.3</td>
<td>27.7 ± 6.3</td>
<td>6.9 ± 1.7</td>
<td>18.8 ± 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected ( t\bar{t} )</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>3.4 ± 0.6</td>
<td>11.5 ± 1.5</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>65.1 ± 11.3</td>
<td>31.1 ± 6.3</td>
<td>18.4 ± 2.3</td>
<td>18.9 ± 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II. Summary of systematic uncertainties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>LTRK</th>
<th>DIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lepton(track) ID</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet energy scale—signal</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet energy scale—background</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>18–29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial/final state radiation</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parton distribution functions</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monte Carlo generators</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WW, WZ, ZZ ZZ estimate</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drell-Yan estimate</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fake estimate</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(0.62 ± 0.09)% and (0.88 ± 0.12)%, respectively. The total integrated luminosity is \( \int L dt = 197 \pm 12 \text{ pb}^{-1} \). Hence, the measured cross sections, \((N_{\text{obs}} - N_{\text{exp}})/(a \times e \times BR(t\bar{t} \rightarrow b\ell^+ \nu_l \bar{b}\ell^- \bar{\nu}_l) \times \int L dt)\), are \(8.4^{+3.2}_{-2.3} / _{+1.5}^{1.1} \pm 0.5 \text{ pb}\) for the DIL and \(7.0^{+2.7}_{-2.3} / _{+1.3}^{1.1} \pm 0.4 \text{ pb}\) for the LTRK analysis, where the first two uncertainties are statistical and systematic and the third is due to the luminosity determination. We combine these results by dividing the analyses’ expected signal and background into three disjoint regions (DIL only, LTRK only, and the overlap). Eleven events are shared between DIL and LTRK. Using the combined \(a \times e \times BR(t\bar{t} \rightarrow b\ell^+ \nu_l \bar{b}\ell^- \bar{\nu}_l)\) of 1.03% and accounting for common systematic uncertainties, a joint Poisson likelihood is maximized yielding [19]

\[ \sigma_{t\bar{t}} = 7.0^{+2.4}_{-2.1} / _{+1.6}^{1.1} \text{(syst)} \pm 0.4 \text{(lum) pb}. \]

We have performed several cross checks. The techniques reproduce the expected W and Z production cross sections (e.g., 252 ± 5 pb measured vs 252 ± 0.9 pb expected for LTRK e + track Z candidates). We compare the number of events with identified bottom quark jets in the signal sample to expectations and find agreement within uncertainties (e.g., seven observed vs 5.9 ± 1.8 expected for DIL). The measured \(t\bar{t}\) cross section is stable within its uncertainty to variations of the loose and tight lepton \(p_T\) and \(E_T\) cuts. When we restrict the analysis to two tight isolated leptons, an expected signal-to-background ratio of 3.4 is achieved with \(a \times e \times BR(t\bar{t} \rightarrow b\ell^+ \nu_l \bar{b}\ell^- \bar{\nu}_l) = 0.34 \pm 0.05\%). We observe seven candidates with a predicted background of 1.3 ± 0.5 events, yielding a cross section of \(8.5^{+4.5}_{-3.5} / _{+1.8}^{1.4} \text{(syst)} \pm 0.5 \text{(lum) pb}\), in good agreement with the larger samples.

We present key kinematical distributions of the signal sample and find good agreement with the SM, assuming \(m_{t\bar{t}} = 175 \text{ GeV}/c^2\). For example, using events from the LTRK analysis, Fig. 1 shows a distribution of the previously defined \(H_T\) variable. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of this distribution yields a \(p\)-value of 75%.

In the DIL analysis, both leptons are always identified as either an electron or a muon. In run I, seven of the nine observed events were \(e\mu\), and these events populated the tail of the expected \(E_T\) distribution. The expected numbers of \(ee\), \(\mu\mu\), and \(e\mu\) events for the run II DIL analysis, scaled to the 13 total observed events, are 3.3 ± 0.5, 2.8 ± 0.5, and 6.8 ± 0.8, respectively. One \(ee\), three \(\mu\mu\), and nine \(e\mu\) events are observed in the data; the \(E_T\) for these events is shown in Fig. 2. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of this distribution yields a \(p\)-value of 49%.

In summary, we have measured the \(t\bar{t}\) production cross section in the dilepton channel to be \(7.0^{+3.4}_{-2.3} / _{+1.6}^{1.1} \text{(syst)} \pm 0.4 \text{(lum) pb}\) for \(m_{t\bar{t}} = 175 \text{ GeV}/c^2\) [20] using data from the first two years of running of the upgraded Tevatron Collider and CDF II detector. We observe good agreement between the data and the SM prediction in event yield and key kinematic distributions. The measured \(t\bar{t}\) cross section agrees well with the full next-to-leading order SM prediction of \(6.7^{+0.7}_{-0.9} \text{ pb}\) [2].
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[9] We use a cylindrical coordinate system about the beam axis in which $\theta$ is the polar angle, $\phi$ is the azimuthal angle, and $\eta = -\ln \tan(\theta/2)$. $E_T = E \sin \theta$ and $p_T = p \sin \theta$ where $E$ is energy measured by the calorimeter and $p$ is momentum measured by the spectrometer. $E_T = -\sum E_i n_i$, where $n_i$ is the unit vector in the azimuthal plane that points from the beam line to the $i$th calorimeter tower.


[11] For muons, transverse momentum (not energy) is used.


[13] The absolute energy correction ranges from $\sim 1.3$ at low energies to $\sim 1.1$ at high energies.


[19] The individual cross sections (DIL only, LTRK only, and overlap) range from $\sim 4$–$10$ pb which aggregated yield the combined result of 7.0 pb.

[20] The dependence of the measured cross section on $m_{\top}$ is $-\, (+)0.04$ pb per GeV/$c^2$ greater (less) than the assumed value of 175 GeV/$c^2$. 

[9] We use a cylindrical coordinate system about the beam axis in which $\theta$ is the polar angle, $\phi$ is the azimuthal angle, and $\eta = -\ln \tan(\theta/2)$. $E_T = E \sin \theta$ and $p_T = p \sin \theta$ where $E$ is energy measured by the calorimeter and $p$ is momentum measured by the spectrometer. $E_T = -\sum E_i n_i$, where $n_i$ is the unit vector in the azimuthal plane that points from the beam line to the $i$th calorimeter tower.